This report compares the performance of different computer systems in solving dense systems of linear equations. The comparison involves approximately a hundred computers, ranging from a CRAY Y-MP to scientific workstations such as the Apollo and Sun to IBM PCs.
Introduction and Objectives
The timing information presented here should in no way be used to judge the overall performance of a computer system. The results reflect only one problem area: solving dense systems of equations.
This report provides performance information on a wide assortment of computers ranging from the home-used PC up to the most powerful supercomputers. The information has been collected over a period of time and will undergo change as new machines are added and as hardware and software systems improve. The programs used to generate this data can easily be obtained over the internet. While we make every attempt to verify the results obtained from users and vendors, errors are bound to exist and should be brought to our attention. We encourage users to obtain the programs and run the routines on their machines, reporting any discrepancies with the numbers listed here.
The first table reports three numbers for each machine listed (in some cases the numbers are missing because of lack of data). All performance numbers reflect arithmetic performed in full precision (usually 64-bit), unless noted. On some machines full precision may be single precision, such as the CRAY, or double precision, such as the IBM. The first number is for the LINPACK [1] benchmark program for a matrix of order 100 in a Fortran environment. The second number is for solving a system of equations of order 1000, with no restriction on the method or its implementation. The third number is the theoretical peak performance of the machine.
LINPACK programs can be characterized as having a high percentage of floating-point arithmetic operations. The routines involved in this timing study, SGEFA and SGESL, use columnoriented algorithms. That is, the programs usually reference array elements sequentially down a column, not across a row. Column orientation is important in increasing efficiency because of the way Fortran stores arrays. Most floating-point operations in LINPACK take place in a set of subprograms, the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [4] , which are called repeatedly throughout the calculation. These BLAS, referred to now as Level 1 BLAS, reference one-dimensional arrays, rather than two-dimensional arrays.
In the first case, the problem size is relatively small (order 100), and no changes were made to the LINPACK software. Moreover, no attempt was made to use special hardware features or to exploit vector capabilities or multiple processors. (The compilers on some machines may, of course, generate optimized code that itself accesses special features.) Thus, many high-performance machines may not have reached their asymptotic execution rates.
In the second case, the problem size is larger (matrix of order 1000), and modifying or replacing the algorithm and software was permitted to achieve as high an execution rate as possible. Thus, the hardware had more opportunity for reaching near-asymptotic rates. An important constraint, however, was that all optimizated programs maintain the same relative accuracy as standard techniques, such as Gaussian elimination used in LINPACK.
Furthermore, the driver program (supplied with the LINPACK benchmark) had to be run to ensure that the same problem is solved. The driver program sets up the matrix, calls the routines to solve the problem, verifies that the answers are correct, and computes the total number of operations to solve the problem (independent of the method) as 2n3/3 + 2n 2, where n = 1000.
The last column is based not on an actual program run, but on a paper computation to determine the theoretical peak MFLOPS rate for the machine. This is the number manufacturers often cite; it represents an upper bound on performance. That is, the manufacturer guarantees that programs will not exceed this rate--sort of a "speed of light" for a given computer.
The theoretical peak performance is determined by counting the number of floating-point additions and multiplications (in full precision) that can be completed during a period of time, usually the cycle time of the machine. As an example, the CRAY Y-MP/8 has a cycle time of 6 nsec. During a cycle the results of both an addition and a multiplication can be completed 2 operations 1 cycle _ 333 MFLOPS on a single processor. On the CRAY Y-MP/8 there are 1 cycle * 6 nsec -8 processors; thus, the peak performance is 2667 MFLOPS.
The information in this report is presented to users to provide a range of performance for the various computers and to show the effects of typical Fortran programming and the results that can be obtained through careful programming. The maximum rate of execution is given for comparison.
The column labeled "Computer" gives the name of the computer hardware on which the program was run on. In some cases we have indicated the number of processors in the configuration and, in some cases, the cycle time of the processor in nanoseconds.
The column labeled "LINPACK Benchmark" gives the operating system and compiler used. The run was based on two routines from LINPACK: SGEFA and SGESL were used for single precision, and DGEFA and DGESL were used for double precision. These routines perform standard LU decomposition with partial pivoting and backsubstitution. The timing was done on a matrix of order 100, where no changes are allowed to the Fortran programs.
The column labeled "TPP" (Toward Peak Performance) gives the results of hand optimization; the problem size was of order 1000.
The final column labeled "Theoretical Peak" gives the maximum rate of execution based on the cycle time of the hardware.
The ~ reflects runs made with a rolled version of the BLAS. In a Fortran implementation of the BLAS, loops are unrolled [2] The term MFLOPS, used as a rate of execution, stands for millions of floating-point operations completed per second. For solving a system of n equations, 2/3n 3 + 2n 2 operations are performed (we count both additions and multiplications).
The information in the tables was compiled over a period of time. Subsequent systems software and hardware changes may alter the timings to some extent.
One further note: The following tables should not be taken too seriously. In multiprogramming environments it is often difficult to reliably measure the execution time of a single program. We trust that anyone actually evaluating machines and operating systems will gather more reliable and more representative data.
A Look at Parallel Processing
While collecting the data presented in Table 1 , we were able to experiment with parallel processing on a number of computer systems. For these experiments, we used either the standard LINPACK algorithm or an algorithm based on matrix-matrix [3] techniques. In the case of the LINPACK algorithm, the loop around the SAXPY can be performed in parallel. In the matrix-matrix implementation the matrix product can be split into submatrices and performed in parallel. In either case, the parallelism follows a simple fork-and-join model where each processor gets some number of operations to perform. For a problem of size 1000, we expect a high degree of parallelism. Thus, it is not surprising that we get such high efficiency (see Table 2 ). The actual percentage of parallelism, of course, depends on the algorithm and on the speed of the uniprocessor on the parallel part relative to the speed of the uniprocessor on the non-parMlel part.
Obtaining the Software and Running the Benchmarks
The software used to generate the data for this report can be obtained by sending electronic :nail to netlib@ornl.gov
The first results listed in Table 1 involved no hand optimization of the LINPACK benchmark.
To receive the single-precision software for this benchmark, in the mail message to netlib@ornl.gov
send linpacks from benchmark.
To receive the double-precision software for the LINPACK Benchmark, type:
send linpackd flvm benchmark.
To run the timing programs, one must supply a real function SECOND which returns the time in seconds from some fixed starting time.
There is only one ground rule for running this benchmark:
• No changes are to be made to the Fortran source code, not even changes in the comments.
3.2
Toward Peak Performance
The second set of results listed in Table 1 reflected user optimization of the software.
To receive the single-precision software for the column labeled "Toward Peak Performance," in the mail message netlib@ornl.gov type: send l O00s from benchmark
To receive the double-precision software, type:
send l O00d from benchmark
The ground rules for running this benchmark are as follows:
• Replacements or modifications are allowed in the routine LU.
• The user is allowed to supply any method for the solution of the system of equations.
• The MFLOPS rate will be computed based on the operation count for LU decomposition.
• In all cases, the main driver routine, with its test matrix generator and residual check, must be used.
This report is updated from time to time. To obtain a post-script copy of the report send mail to netlib@ornl.gov and in the message type: send performance from benchmark. .83
